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One Day I Decided

One day I decided to not grow any older 
lots of luck I said to myself
(my joking self)    then I looked up at the sky
which is wide    its blueness    its whiteness

low on my left    the steamy sun rose    moved

I placed my hand against it    my whole hand
which is broad from pinky to thumb    no    my
two hands     I bared my teeth to it     my teeth
are strong     secure on their gold posts    I breathed
deeply     I held my breath    I stood on my toes    ah

then I was taller    still the clouds sailed
through me    around me    it’s true    I’m just
like them    summertime water that the sun
 sips and spits into this guzzling earth
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People in My Family

In my family
people who were eighty-two were very different
from people who were ninety-two

The eighty-two-year-old people grew up
 it was 1914
 this is what they knew
 War    World War    War

That’s why when they speak to the child
they say
 poor little one . . .

The ninety-two-year-old people remember
 it was the year 1905
 they went to prison
 they went into exile
 they said    ah    soon

When they speak to the grandchild
they say
 yes    there will be revolution
 then there will be revolution    then
once more    then the earth itself
will turn and turn and cry out    oh I
have been made sick
 
then you    my little bud
  must flower and save it
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The Boy   His Mother

          she said
you were a wonderful boy  this evening
at a dinner among friends    so attentive    so
grown up    the boy’s heart    oh his ribs
may crack with happiness    he runs dangerously
out into the street    calling    come come every-
body it’s this way    we’re going this way    he turns
wants to look up into her face    come Mother    she
laughs and follows    but there’s no help    his eyes
are tipped with tears

          in only
a few birthdays love will find his whole body
beat at his skin to get out    out    his knees
weakened    he bows his head    kneels
before the other    a girl    love-threaded
as he has been    begging relief
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Hand-Me-Downs

My love rests on the couch
in the sweater and bones of old age

I have stopped reading to look at him    I take
his hand    I am shawled in my own somewhat
wrinkled still serviceable skin

No one knows what to do with these
hand-me-downs    love them I suppose

weren’t they born in and out of
dignity by our mothers and
fathers    even our children in
the grip of merciless genes will
wear these garments

may their old lovers greet and
touch them then in the bare light
of that last beauty
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Here

Here I am in the garden laughing
an old woman with heavy breasts
and a nicely mapped face

how did this happen
well that’s who I wanted to be

at last    a woman
in the old style    sitting
stout thighs apart under
a  big skirt    grandchild sliding
on    off my lap    a pleasant
summer perspiration

that’s my old man across the yard
he’s talking to the meter reader
he’s telling him the world’s sad story
how electricity is oil or uranium
and so forth    I tell my grandson
run over to your grandpa    ask him
to sit beside me for a minute    I
am suddenly exhausted by my desire
to kiss his sweet explaining lips
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Reading the Newspapers 
    at the Village Store

this morning
    the hills rolled over
in mist    the hot
    watermaking sun
steamed into
    the tight wet elbows of
the valley    daily dutiful sun
    mocking my pessimism in
this world’s year
    and one man spoke

cyclones earthquakes landslides floods
    what nature doesn’t do
to those poor countries in the
    places where those people live
and look at this    aren’t they
    always warring on each other
murdering and maiming one
    another without mercy?

the other man replied
    it was in the morning paper
a couple of months ago
    we came upon those very people
and slaughtered them from up high
    and maimed them in their hills
and valleys and their dry desert
    places    caught them morning and
night whether the sun was
    blessing or burning the green skin
off their farms outside
    we caught them    those people
in their dangerous
    geographical places
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No    No    the first man cried
    above them the sun as usual
stood still    the other man
    said    Ah!    then holding tight
to earth’s thin coat    they fell
    toward night    the little death
of mild habitual murderers
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Words

What has happened?
language eludes me
the nice specifying
words of my life fail
when I call

Ah says a friend
dried up no doubt
on the desiccated
twigs in the swamp
of the skull like
a lake where the
water level has been
shifted by highways
a couple of miles off

Another friend says
No no    my dear    perhaps
you are only meant to
speak more plainly
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The Poetʼs Occasional Alternative

I was going to write a poem
I made a pie instead    it took
about the same amount of time
of course the pie was a final
draft    a poem would have some
distance to go    days and weeks and
much crumpled paper

the pie already had a talking
tumbling audience among small
trucks and a fire engine on
the kitchen floor

everybody will like this pie
it will have apples and cranberries
dried  apricots in it    many friends
will say    why in the world did you
make only one

this does not happen with poems

because of unreportable
sadnesses  I decided to
settle this morning for a re-
sponsive  eatership    I do not
want to wait a week    a year    a
generation for the right
consumer to come along
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When I Was Asked
How I Could Leave Vermont
in the Midddle of Winter

I did not want to be dependent on autumn
I wanted to miss it for once    drop into
another latitude where it wasn’t so
well known    I wanted to show that beauty
can be held in the breath just as we breathe
grief and betrayal    they don’t always
have to be happening in the living minute

Look    there it is now    our own golden
wine-colored world-famous Vermont fall    green
as summer to begin with and then the sunny
morning draws mist out of the cold night river
the maples are sweetened    there’s a certain
skipped beat    a scalding    as you live that
loyal countryside    ablaze    trembling
toward its long winter    nobody should have
to bear all that death-determined beauty
every single year    this aging body knows
it can’t be borne
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Walking in the Woods

That’s when I saw the old maple
a couple of its thick arms cracked
one arm reclining half rotted
into earth    black with the delicious
hospitality of rot to the
littlest creatures

the tree not really dying    living
less widely    green head high
above the other leaf-crowded
trees    a terrible stretch to sun
just to stay alive    but if you’ve
liked life    you do it 

 

 


